Data Excellence—The Foundation For Trusting Relationships

Playing to win—data excellence

For over 16 years, Albridge has been an industry leader in the digital aggregation of data to support consolidated wealth reporting. Data excellence is the foundation of our value proposition and we are relentless in our pursuit of data quality and in defining it for the industry.

At Albridge, we believe that broker-dealers and registered investment advisors (RIAs) must have full confidence in the integrity of the data they receive from multiple sources as well as their own ability to integrate it. By consolidating investments and providing an experience focused on data excellence, we help to establish trust between advisors and investors.

Albridge Data Quality Benchmark

Albridge developed an industry-impacting program focused on transparency and continuous improvement with the ultimate goal of data excellence. We collect and report on over $4 trillion assets, which comprise of over 48 million accounts for over 24 million American households. In our experience, the quality of the data we collect and consolidate can differ significantly based on the source of the data. These sources can include custodians and self-clearing platforms, industry utilities, product companies, and account aggregators. Our unique litmus test is whether the quality of the data is good enough to provide accurate performance rates of return that an advisor can trust.

The Albridge Data Quality Benchmark provides enterprise data quality metrics at the broker-dealer, data source and product company levels. We measure the quality of the data based on the dimensions of coverage, completeness, timeliness and accuracy. The Albridge Data Quality Benchmark received great industry recognition in 2016 earning a BISA Technology Innovation Award as well as second place in the prestigious Gartner Eye on Innovation Award.

Client fitness report

Albridge incorporates the Data Quality Benchmark into scorecards that help financial institutions get a clearer picture of how their data is received by the investment community. The Client Fitness Report illustrates the trend of data quality on our wealth reporting platform for financial institutions, broker-dealers and RIAs. Metrics are tracked monthly and reports are generated quarterly.
By simplifying this information at the individual firm level, we enable our clients to see which data sources and product companies are impacting the advisor or investor reporting experience. The benchmark takes into account the accuracy of each firm's data and provides metrics by which individual companies can assess their relative data quality against the competition.

Data Source Quality

Data Source Quality provides the data quality metrics on a data source (interface) level for the current reporting period.

Data Source - Product Company Detail

Data Source Product Company Detail provides the product company data quality on source data level. Does not include undefined product company codes.

Data source and product company scorecard

As industry leaders, we believe it is important to advocate for data quality. Our Data Provider and Product Company Scorecards are shared with data providers to help them gauge the quality of their data as displayed on our platform.

The scorecard can present data quality metrics at the product company level for data delivered on Depository Trust & Clearing Corporation (DTCC), DST FAN Mail® and DAZL™ Data DeliverySM. The scorecard creates transparency and allows data providers and product companies understand how their data impacts the client experience. Relative business intelligence allows for comparisons across the industry at the source and product type level. As a result, further trends can be analyzed by product type such as 529, annuity or mutual fund.

Bimonthly, the group assembles to review the enterprise Data Quality Benchmark metrics and opportunities for improvement. Our goal is to continue improving the quality of data that is shared across our industry. At this year’s Albridge Forum, we recognized leaders of the Albridge Data Quality Forum with our inaugural Albridge Data Excellence Awards for their positive influence in elevating data standards for the industry.

By providing guidelines for data improvement along with scorecards to monitor progress, we believe our efforts will yield a cascading effect that travels from providers to advisors and down to investors. For more information on Albridge's Data Excellence program, please contact your relationship manager.
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